
Arts Academy Updates 09/09/2022 
 

Tech concerns 
Our server was damaged due to power fluctuations during the power outage. We have upgraded our 

server and we are confident all our internal programs and processes should be up and running on 

Monday.  

Our electronic payment service e funds is not currently accepting credit card payments. We are working 

with the provider and will update as soon as possible 

The PowerSchool app is experiencing a known issue related to logging into the PowerSchool App for 

some students. We are working with PowerSchool to try and resolve this issue. In the meantime, please 

have your student log in to PowerSchool using a browser. Parents are still able to login to the 

PowerSchool Parent Portal using the app. This issue appears to involve students logging into the app 

only. 

 Thank you for your patience as we work toward a solution to these issues. 

 

Schedule Changes 
The Academy’s counseling and scheduling team has been hard at work to address requests for student 

schedule changes. There are a few items outstanding, but we have emailed all students if there are 

questions we need answered before addressing requests. Check your email is you are waiting to hear 

about a request. 

We are also attempting to balance schedules so there are limited numbers of large classes when there 

are multiple sections of the same class.  

All students and teachers should log into PowerSchool to review their schedule for tomorrow.  

 

PTA (Parent Teacher Association) 
The Academy’s PTA has already been working to improve our school this year! I want to extend a huge 

thanks on behalf of the staff members for the treats and new furnishings in the staff lounge. 

 

Our first AAW PTA meeting will be on Tuesday September 13 at 3:45 pm. Join the PTA! 100% of our dues 

go toward supporting the PTA’s efforts to enrich the lives and education of our students. 

Sign up for the PTA using this link PTA Sign Up  

 

Resource for families 
This resource was shared by the Macomb Intermediate School District.  

https://linktr.ee/artsacademypta
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